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IGMAS Achieves Prestigious PCI-QIR Status 

IGMAS Technologies receives its QIR certification complying with PCI DSS Compliance 
Standards to protect its customers against payment data breaches  

 
Los Angeles, CA - July 25, 2017 - IGMAS Technologies, a leading provider of hospitality 
infrastructure, application management, and support services, announced today that it 
has achieved the prestigious PCI-QIR status documenting its commitment to the security 
of its clients and their various business operations.  PCI DSS provides a baseline of 
technical and operational requirements designed to protect payment card account data, 
and is intended for merchants and service providers, and any entity that stores, processes 
or transmits cardholder data (CHD) and/or sensitive authentication data (SAD).  In an 
effort to help reduce the risk of data theft from hackers, Visa has announced small 
merchants must use IT solutions providers that have achieved QIR certification. Visa 
advised acquirers that as of March 31, 2016, all new Level 4 merchants must use only 
Payment Card Industry (PCI)-certified QIR solutions providers for point-of-sale 
application installations and integration.  This has become a real concern for hotels and 
gaming operators across the globe.  
 
IGMAS has been diligently serving Hospitality and Gaming for over a decade and fully 
understands the complexity of the industry, its compliance requirements, its most  
common concerns with infrastructure, and how best to integrate two-factor authentication, 
encryption, and EMV into property solutions. 
 
“As a dedicated team of hospitality technology professionals with decades of experience, 
we look forward to changes in the hospitality security landscape and look forward to 
holding local integrators and sub-standard hospitality service providers to a higher 
standard for the betterment of the entire industry.” noted IGMAS President Michael 
Breindel.   
 
ABOUT IGMAS TECHNOLOGIES, Inc. 
IGMAS Technologies, Inc. is an infrastructure and application consulting, management, 
and support organization specializing in high-quality hospitality solutions including 
strategic consulting, project management, on-site IT services, and comprehensive 24/7 
hospitality helpdesk.  For more information, visit IGMAS at http://www.igmas.com or 
contact IGMAS Technologies, Inc. at 877-609-8324. 
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